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Integrated Supply Network Partners with
Autologue to Offer Next-Day Delivery
ISN will "showcase" its massive inventory of tools and
equipment to the local jobber via Autologue's e-Part Connection.

By aftermarketNews staff

Wednesday, May 26, 2010
LAKELAND, Fla. – Integrated Supply Network (ISN), a distributor of tools, equipment and supplies, has
joined forces with Autologue Computer Systems to aid in offering next day delivery from its six warehouses
located throughout the United States.
Pete Weber, managing partner and CIO of ISN, stated, “I am very excited to have the ability to ‘showcase’
our massive inventory of tools and equipment to the local jobber via Autologue’s e-Part Connection. Using
our images, pricing and long descriptions, e-Part’s jobbers will have a comprehensive and professional tool
and equipment program. e-Part Connection makes it very easy for our jobber partners to take orders over
the Internet, and Autologue’s technology and level of service is very impressive. It is a pleasure to have
them as a partner.”
Autologue President and CEO Jim Franco added, “Our customers are excited to have the enhanced ability
to take orders for professional tools and equipment. Generally, these types of products are not always
readily available from an auto parts store or distributor. Finding the right tool can be cumbersome and often
very time consuming. With the e-Part Connection’s solution, we now offer a system that is fast, easy to use
and dynamic. The system has clear images, detailed descriptions, pricing and availability in all six
warehouses, and we feel that this is a robust offering and one of the best ecommerce solutions to date.
e-Part Connection also includes vehicle specific repair information, diagnostic information, service intervals,
specifications and much more at a price your customers will not be able to beat – no charge!”
For more information, call ISN at 866-327-1903 and leave a message. A local ISN representative will
contact you with program information and help assist with account set up.
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